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OUR STORY
« OUR HANDS –  
IT’S WHAT WE USE,  
AND IT’S WHERE WE EXCEL. »

Factory Furniture was established in 1989. Our earliest projects 
were one-off bespoke pieces until in 1991, with Crafts Council 
recognition, we launched the Serpentine bench at the New York 
ICFF.

And that’s where it started – we became exterior furniture 
specialists. We constantly refined our furniture. The paring 
down of our designs led to the mantra we follow to this day – 
‘simplicity of form and honesty of material’.

Today, we draw on our pragmatic approach to produce products 
of consistent high quality and with rigorous attention to detail. 
Our public furniture is still hand-made by our experienced, 
UK based, design and manufacturing team, selecting the best 
materials for each product.

After 28 years of experience Factory Furniture has the necessary 
insight into the challenging demands of public spaces and the 
needs of the people who use them. This makes us a valuable 
partner for all kinds of projects, no matter how big or small.

Our furniture is designed to endure and appeal – just as when 
we first created the Serpentine seat. We design and make street 
furniture and we enjoy it!
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EXPORT

export@factoryfurniture.co.uk

At Factory Furniture we feel very fortunate that our success has 
seen us export our products all over the world. We are constantly 
seeking to develop new markets overseas. Following increasing 
demand for our street furniture abroad, we have created a 
network of agents in Europe and the USA. This makes purchasing 
our products even easier for our overseas clients.



ECO
TIMBER PURCHASING POLICY

For further information about  
the Forest Stewardship Council visit  

www.FSC-uk.org

Our FSC License Code is: FSC-C005669 and our 
FSC certificate number is: CU-COC-806405. 

All timber stocks currently bought for Factory Furniture 
products come from FSC® certified forests. They are covered 
by a valid Chain of Custody (CoC) certificate.

We’ve been sourcing tropical hardwoods from FSC stocks for 
our products since 1998. In 2008 we made the decision, going 
forward, to source all our timber that way and for the last 4 years 
we have sourced all of our timber from FSC 100% stocks. 

Products carrying the FSC label are independently certified. 
This assures consumers that they come from forests managed 
to meet the social, economic and ecological needs of present 
and future generations. FSC certification ensures that the forest 
or origin has been independently inspected and evaluated. 
This evaluation is according to strict environmental, social 
and economic principles and criteria as agreed by the Forest 
Stewardship Council®.

Forest management can damage or benefit both the 
environment and society. This policy recognises and accepts our 
responsibility,  as a consumer of forest products, to ensure that 
our impact on the world’s forests is either neutral or positive.
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ECO
WASTE MANAGEMENT

Factory Furniture recognises the importance of managing and 
minimizing waste. This ethos begins with the ordering process – 
by ordering project specific sizes with a minimum of waste. This 
is then followed through to the workshop where we carefully 
select the most appropriate pieces of timber for each product.

All solid wood waste produced by Factory Furniture is usedto 
provide carbon neutral solid fuel for domestic use. Particle or 
dust waste is collected for recycling. Compostable materials are 
recycled at local green waste facilities.

Factory furniture uses a minimum of plastic based packaging, 
preferring to use cardboard made from 100% post consumer 
waste. Metal waste is a precious resource, and therefore also 
recycled locally.
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PRODUCTS
SEATING  AND  TABLES

LITTER BINS

PLANTERS AND TREE GUARDS

SIGNAGE AND SAFETY



SEATING

THE CONCRETE BLOC BENCH is a heavy 
duty bench in exposed aggregate concrete. 
Its clean, simple lines and variety of available 
finishes make it a very versatile product. It can 
be lifted into any position and thanks to its 
weight, it can be left without fixing and also 
serve as a vehicle deterrent. The concrete 
Bloc bench can easily be combined with the 
concrete Bloc table to create an outdoor 
dining set.

Feature sites
Lower Coome Street Croydon, Lancaster 
University, Severn Trent Water Authority, 
Carlisle College

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 1950mm | width 430mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 5” | width 1’ 5” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Table Dimensions
Metric length 2000mm | width 700mm | height 750mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 6½” | width 2’ 3½” | height 2’ 5½” |

Concrete BLOC Table Concrete BLOC Table
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THE STEEL BLOC BENCH has a robust, all-
welded construction designed for the most 
extreme environments including skate parks. 
The bench is formed from galvanized steel and 
may be powder coated in a variety of colours 
to suit any scheme.

Feature sites
Cheriton Road Sports Centre, Thonon 
Hospital France

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 1950mm | width 430mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length6 ’ 5” | width 1’ 5” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 2050mm | width 470mm | height 775mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 8½” | width 1’ 6½” | height 2’ 6½” |

Steel BLOC Bench Steel BLOC Seat



SEATING

THE WOOD BLOC SEAT is a very heavy-
duty wooden street seat in generously 
proportioned FSC® certified timber. The 
slats are suspended above the surface level 
on a stainless steel frame to prevent ground 
level rot and enable easy part replacement. 
The back and armrest frame is also in stainless 
steel whilst the backrest is FSC® timber. The 
wood bloc benches can also be combined with 
tables to create an inviting outdoor dining set.

Feature sites
Manchester Academy All stars Bowling 
Lanes, Birmingham Firearms Facility, Petchy 
academy, Frimley Park Hospital 
Manchester Academy, Gideon Hausner School 
California.

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 1950mm | width 430mm | height 460mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 5” | width 1’ 5” | height 1’ 6 | 

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 1950mm | width 470mm | height 740mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 5” | width 1’ 6½” | height 2’ 5” |

Table Dimensions
Metric length 2150mm | width 595mm | height 750mm| 
Imperial length 7’ ½” | width 1’ 11½” | height 2’ 5½” |

Wood BLOC Bench

Wood BLOC Table

Wood BLOC Seat
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Wood BLOC Seat



SEATING

THE BOORT SEAT’S contemporary design, 
clean lines and sturdy construction make 
it ideal for use in both indoor and outdoor 
environments. The ribbed construction of 
these street benches is both comfortable and 
maintenance free whilst displaying the natural 
beauty of the FSC® timber slats to full effect.  
The Boort seat can be supplied with or without 
armrests.

Dimensions
Metric length 2300mm | width 800mm | height 940mm| 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 2’ 7½“ | height 3’ 1” | 

BOORT Seat BOORT Seat (With Armrests)

BOORT Seat BOORT Seat (With Armrests)BOORT Seat BOORT Seat (With Armrests)
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THE CAMDEN BENCH evolved from
designs developed for Camden Borough
Council. This bench is designed with
contemporary street seating needs in mind,
including resisting criminal and anti-social
behaviour: 

• Deters rough sleeping – ridged top an 
sloped surfaces make it difficult to lie on; 

• Deters drug dealing – there are no slots or 
crevices in which to hide such materials; 

• Deters bag theft – recesses along the 
bench allow people to store bags behind 
their legs out of harm’s way; 

• Reduces littering – there are no flat surfaces 
or crevices where litter usually accumulates. 

• Easy to relocate. 

• Anti Hostile Vehicle Mitigation PAS 68 
(security) version is also available 

The bench is made from concrete and comes 
in a variety of available finishes.

Feature sites
Great Queen St, Camden; High Holborn, 
Camden

Dimensions
Metric length 2700mm | width 550mm | height 650mm | 
Imperial length 8’ 10½” | width 1’ 9½” | height 2’ 1½” |

CAMDEN Bench



SEATING

THE CHRONOS BENCH is a modular bench 
system of straight and curved bench sections 
which can be combined to create tailored 
layouts to fit any scheme. The 51cm wide 
bench provides generous seating width and 
the simple but elegant base design allows for 
surface or sub-surface fixing. The stainless 
steel frame is designed to provide easy access 
for slat replacement in the unlikely event that 
damage occurs.  The three different modules 
are the 90°, the 69° and the straight module.

Feature sites 
St Mary School London W1, Silverburn Retail 
Mall, Victoria Square Truro, Chase Farm 
Hospital. Worcester Park Library, Eagle one 
Shopping center

Dimensions

90°
Metric length 1400mm | width 1400mm | height 450mm| 
Imperial length 4’ 7” | width 4’ 7” | height 1’ 5½” | 

69°
Metric length 1080mm | width 1305mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 3’ 6½” | width 4’ 3½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Straight
Metric length 1100mm | width 510mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 3’ 7½” | width 1’ 8” | height 1’ 5½” | 

CHRONOS 90° CHRONOS 69° CHRONOS straight
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SEATING

THE FLO BENCH’S graceful curves and
striking presence combine to create a unique 
feature bench. This granite bench is designed 
with contemporary street seating needs in 
mind which includes resisting criminal and 
anti-social behaviour and will naturally address 
street seating issues including:

• Deter rough sleeping; 

• Deter bag theft; 

• Reduce littering; 

• Self-cleaning 

The bench is made from solid granite and 
comes in a variety of available finishes.

Feature sites 
Bromley Town Centre

Dimensions
Metric length 2300mm | width 900mm | height 550mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 2’ 11½” | height 1’ 9½” | 

FLO Bench
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For THE STEEL FOIL BENCH’S striking and 
dynamic design, we took inspiration from 
a wing’s aerofoil shape. The street bench 
consists of a free-draining seat made from 
stainless steel with cast aluminium details, 
all supported on two finely sculpted cast 
aluminium bases.

Feature sites
Hewlett Packard – Boise, Hazelbury Learning 
Community - London

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2010mm | width 400mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 7” | width 1’ 3½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Steel FOIL Bench Steel FOIL Wall-mounted Bench



SEATING

For the WOOD FOIL BENCH’S striking and 
dynamic design, we took inspiration from 
a wing’s aerofoil shape. The street bench 
consists of a free-draining seat made from 
FSC® timber with cast aluminium details, 
all supported on two finely sculpted cast 
aluminium bases.

Feature sites 
Euro-airport Mulhouse, Merck Sharpe Dohme, 
Rabo Bank London, The Deep Aquarium Hull. 
County Mall Crawley, British Embassy Portugal. 
Bromley college,  Logan Airport Boston USA,  
Anne Arundel Community College USA

Dimensions
Metric length 2010mm | width 400mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 7” | width 1’ 3½” | height 1’ 5½” |

Wood FOIL Bench Wood FOIL Wall-mounted Bench
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SEATING

THE MANTIS SEAT. This is a finely detailed, 
sculptural yet robust street bench. The 
innovative form of the cast aluminium ends 
adds a striking presence to any street scene.

Feature sites 
Rugby Town Centre, Fulbright Jaworski 
International, Swangate Retail Mall, 500 
West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich USA, 
Westchester’s Ridge Hill - New York, 160 
Madison Avenue - New York

Dimensions
Metric length 2145mm | width 705mm | height 730mm | 
Imperial length 7’ ½” | width 2’ 4” | height 2’ 4½” | 

MANTIS seat
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SEATING

THE LOUVRE BENCH is a comfortable street 
bench based on a simple convex curve. The 
segmented timber seat section provides a 
strong yet graceful architectural construction 
with a free draining seat and a minimal surface 
area for tagging.

Feature sites 
Eden Project, Parc Trostre retail Park, Parc 
Llandudno retail Park, Science and Industry 
Museum Manchester, London University, Tesco

Dimensions
Metric length 2100mm | width 385mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 10½” | width 1’ 3” | height 1’ 5½” | 

LOUVRE Bench
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THE WOOD MURTON SEAT has a light, 
clean and contemporary design which belies 
its integral strength. The slats are FSC® 
timber whilst the frame of this street bench 
can be stainless steel or galvanised mild 
steel with a coloured powder coat to suit any 
scheme.

Feature sites
Hewlett Packard – Boise, Hazelbury Learning 
Community - London

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 2020mm | width 505mm | height 875mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 7½” | width 1’ 8” | height 2’ 10½” | 

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2020mm | width 435mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 7½” | width 1’ 5” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Table  Dimensions
Metric length 2020mm | width 825mm | height 720mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 7½” | width 2’ 8½” | height 2’ 4½” | 

Wood MURTON Bench Wood MURTON Seat 



SEATING

THE MURTON TABLE has a light, clean and 
contemporary design which belies its integral 
strength. The slats are FSC® timber and the 
frame can be stainless steel or galvanised 
mild steel with a coloured powder coat to 
suit any scheme. This table complements the 
Murton seating range and can be combined 
with a couple of Murton benches to create an 
attractive outdoor dining set.

Table Dimensions 
Metric length 2020mm | width 825mm | height 720mm | 
Imperial length6’ 7½” | width 2’ 8½” | height 2’ 4½” | 

Picnic Table Dimensions  
Metric length 2020mm | width 1650mm | height 720mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 7½” | width 5’ 5” | height 2’ 4½” | 

MURTON TABLE MURTON PICNIC TABLE
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THE STEEL MURTON BENCH has a light, 
clean and contemporary design which belies 
its integral strength. The mild steel body of 
this street bench is hot dipped galvanised for 
extra longevity, even in the most demanding 
environments, and has a colour powder coat 
to match the client’s requirements.

Dimensions
Metric length 2020mm | width 435mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 7½” | width 1’ 5” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Steel MURTON Bench



SEATING

THE OH BENCH is a freestanding circular 
bench with a contemporary design to provide 
seating around a tree or column. It has FSC® 
timber slats and a stainless steel frame which 
comes in two parts to aid installation. There is 
also an optional precast concrete foundation 
ring available for easy site installation.

Feature sites 
Billericay school, Foster Court - London

Dimensions
Metric length 1900mm | width 1900mm | height 440mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 3” | width 6’ 3” | height 1’ 5½” | 

OH Bench
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SEATING

THE OSSO BENCH is part of a newly 
designed range of public furniture. The range 
is inspired by the inner structure of bone, as 
its name suggests, and the complex organic 
patterns are created using a Voronoi algorithm.  
At nearly 4 metres long it is clearly a statement 
piece and the organic bench sits perfectly in 
street and town locations as well as shopping 
and airport malls.

Key benefits include: 

• Weight reduction of the structure 

• Ability to see any concealed baggage for 
security conscious public spaces 

• Free draining seat area  

• Can be coated with any wear resistant colour

Dimensions
Metric length 3950mm | width 700mm | height 470mm | 
Imperial length 12’ 11½” | width 2’ 3½” | height 1’ 6½” | 

OSSO Bench

OSSO Bench
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SEATING

THE OSSO³ BENCH is part of a newly 
designed range of public furniture. The range 
was inspired by bone composition and the 
complex organic pattern was achieved using a 
Voronoi algorithm.  Complementing the Osso 
Bench, the Osso³ is intended to be used as a 
dramatic stand-alone bench or arranged to 
provide more social spaces.     
This statement piece sits perfectly in street 
and town locations as well as shopping and 
airport malls.

Key benefits include:

• Weight reduction of the structure 

• Can be linked if required 

• Ability to see any concealed baggage for 
security conscious public spaces 

• Free draining seat area  

• Can be coated with any wear resistant colour 

• Can be dismantled into three parts for easier 
transport and installation for indoor locations

Dimensions
Metric length 2720mm | width 2385mm | height 470mm | 
Imperial length 8’ 11” | width 7’ 10” | height 1’ 6½” | 

OSSO3 Bench

OSSO³ Bench 
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SEATING

THE RIBBON TWIST BENCH features an 
undulating wave slat design cleverly mounted 
onto a galvanised steel frame. The design 
of the seat naturally deters skaters and 
provides minimal surface area for tagging. This 
sculptural wood bench is both comfortable 
and robust and is designed to enhance any 
contemporary street scene. 

Dimensions
Metric length 3110mm | width 1200mm | height 550mm | 
Imperial length 10’ 2½” | width 3’ 11” | height 1’ 9½” | 

RIBBON Twist Bench RIBBON Flat Bench 

RIBBON Twist Bench 
RIBBON Flat Bench 
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SEATING

THE SCROLL SEAT’S ribbed construction 
and rolled edges provide robust street seating 
for a range of environments and the elegant 
design of these wooden benches lends itself 
to both historically sensitive and contemporary 
settings.  The Scroll Seat can be supplied with 
or without armrests.

Feature Sites
Warwick Town Centre, Newbury Town Centre, 
Richmond Town Centre, Oracle Shopping 
Mall, Virgin Atlantic, Cardiff Bay, Woodstock 
Town Centre, Neath Town Centre, Ashton 
under Lyme , Gregory The Great School, 
Westchester’s Ridge Hill - New York, Roker 
Seatfront, Orangestadt Center

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 2120mm | width 510mm | height 730mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 11½” | width 1’ 8” | height 2’ 4½” | 

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2120mm | width 475mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 11½” | width 1’ 6½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

SCROLL Bench SCROLL Seat

SCROLL Bench SCROLL Seat
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SEATING

THE CURVED SCROLL BENCH’S ribbed 
construction and rolled edges provide robust 
street seating for a range of environments 
and the elegant design lends itself to both 
historically sensitive and contemporary 
settings. A variety of internal radii and lengths 
can be achieved to suit most schemes and 
the wooden bench can be standalone or 
positioned end to end if a longer seat is 
required.

Feature Sites
Brown and Root Leatherhead, Tunbridge 
Wells Town Centre, Resiform Estate Neasden, 
Wrightington Hospital

Dimensions
Metric length 2100mm | width 540mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 10½” | width 1’ 9½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Curved SCROLL

Curved SCROLL
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SEATING

SERPENTINE Table

SERPENTINE Bench (Ellipse) SERPENTINE Bench (Tube)

THE SERPENTINE SEAT  is designed for use
in any public space. The undulating seat slats
provide a free draining and comfortable yet
exceptionally strong street bench intended for
the most extreme environments. The design of
the seat naturally deters skaters and provides
minimal surface area for tagging. Constructed
from standardised, easily replaceable parts,
this unique wood bench is available in two base
options, the original elliptical granite or tubular
stainless steel.

Feature Sites
Glasgow harbour project, Met office 
Exeter, Al Shaquab Quatar, Portsmouth 
Millennium Development, Astra Zeneca Jersey 
Promenades, Great Yarmouth sea front, New 
York Public School No. 40 USA, Silverburn 
shopping Centre, Arbroath Harbour Project 

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 2300mm | width 570mm | height 795mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 1’ 10½” | height 2’ 7½” | 

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2300mm | width 460mm | height 480mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 1’ 6” | height 1’ 7” | 

Table Dimensions
Metric length 2300mm | width 730mm | height 750mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 2’ 4½” | height 2’ 5½” | 

SERPENTINE Seat (Ellipse)

SERPENTINE Table SERPENTINE Bench

SERPENTINE Seat (Tube)

SERPENTINE Seat (Tube)

SERPENTINE Seat (Ellipse)
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SEATING

THE FIVE SLAT SERPENTINE BENCH is a 
new addition to the popular Serpentine family 
of urban landscape furniture and is designed 
for use in any public space. The undulating seat 
slats provide a free draining and comfortable, 
yet exceptionally strong, street bench 
intended for the most extreme environments. 
The design of the seat naturally deters 
skaters and provides minimal surface area for 
tagging. Constructed from standardised, easily 
replaceable parts, the five slat Serpentine 
bench is available in two base options, the 
original elliptical granite or tubular stainless 
steel.

Dimensions 
Metric length 2300mm | width 460mm | height 480mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 1’ 6” | height 1’ 7” | 

Five Slat SERPENTINE Bench (Ellipse) 

Five Slat SERPENTINE Bench (Ellipse) 
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THE GRANITE SERPENTINE BENCH offers 
the ultimate material for architectural street 
furniture. The undulating form naturally deters 
skaters and the heavy granite construction 
of this street bench also ensures the seat’s 
suitability as an attractive vehicle deterrent.

Worked from one solid block of granite with a 
bush hammered finish, the seat is designed to 
last more than a lifetime.

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2200mm | width 500mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 2½” | width 1’ 7½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Stool Dimensions
Metric length 600mm | width 500mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 11½” | width 1’ 7½” | height 1’ 5½” |

Granite SERPENTINE Bench

Granite SERPENTINE Stool

Granite SERPENTINE Stool Granite SERPENTINE Bench 

Granite SERPENTINE Stool Granite SERPENTINE Bench 



SEATING

THE SINU BENCH is a modular bench system 
with varying curved and straight wooden 
bench sections, which can be combined to 
produce uniquely tailored street layouts.  The 
three modules (90°, 72° and straight) are 
comprised of profiled FSC® hardwood slats 
supported on stainless steel bases. At 60cm 
wide, it provides generous seating width while 
the minimalist base design allows the free form 
of the bench to float above ground level.  

Feature Sites
Lille town centre, Bournemouth Town Centre, 
Jacobs Medical Center CA

Dimensions

90°
Metric length 1650mm | width 1650mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 5’ 5” | width 5’ 5” | height 1’ 5½” | 

72°
Metric length 1325mm | width 1570mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 4’ 4” | width 5’ 2” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Straight
Metric length 1050mm | width 600mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 3’ 5½” | width 1’ 7½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

SINU Bench (90°) SINU Bench (72°) SINU Bench Straight

SINU Bench (72)

SINU Bench (90)

SINU Bench (Straight)
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SEATING

THE SKOP SEAT features a modern 
architectural design with a stainless steel 
box frame, sculpted FSC® timber slats and 
individual backrests whose quantity and 
positioning can be adjusted as required. This 
street bench is intended for the heaviest town 
centre use and can also incorporate arms if 
desired, to deter skaters, for example.

Feature Sites
Antwerp Rail Station, Pfizer HQ, Paddington 
Walk London, University of East London, 
Santander Bank Portugal, Eagle Centre Derby, 
Silverburn Shopping Centre Quartier Des 
2 Lions Tours, Teddington School, NOMA 
Manchester

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 2500mm | width 620mm | height 860mm | 
Imperial length 8’ 2½” | width 2’ ½” | height 2’ 10” | 

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2500mm | width 620mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 8’ 2½” | width 2’ ½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

SKOP Seat SKOP Bench

SKOP Seat SKOP Bench
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SEATING

THE SKOP STOOL features a modern 
architectural design with a stainless steel box 
frame and sculpted FSC® timber slats. It is 
intended for the heaviest town centre use. Its 
clean lines and high quality materials match 
the rest of the Skop range of urban landscape 
furniture perfectly. Together the Skop tables 
stools and benches can be used to create 
attractive outdoor dining sets.

Feature Sites
Pfizer HQ, Paddington Walk London, University 
of East London, Santander Bank Portugal, 
Eagle Centre Derby, NOMA Manchester, 
Tesco Bank 

Stool Dimensions 
Metric length 580mm | width 620mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 11” | width 2’ ½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Table Dimensions 
Metric length 2690mm | width 700mm | height 750mm | 
Imperial length8’ 10” | width 2’ 3½” | height 2’ 5½” | 

SKOP Stool

SKOP Table

SKOP Stool

SKOP Table
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THE SKOP LOUNGER is a comfortable, free 
draining sun lounger for use in public spaces. 
The lounger features a heavy duty stainless 
steel box frame with sculpted FSC® timber 
slats that are easily replaceable should damage 
occur.

Feature Sites
Paddington Walk London, 99 John street 
apartments New York USA

Dimensions
Metric length 2145mm | width 700mm | height 860mm | 
Imperial length 7’ ½” | width 2’ 3½” | height 2’ 10” |

SKOP Lounger

SKOP Lounger



SEATING

THE CONCRETE SOCA BENCH offers 
space defining, free draining and comfortable 
seating all year round. It features profiled 
FSC® timber slats suspended over a solid 
concrete base. The street bench’s design lends 
itself to situations where an attractive vehicle 
deterrent is required. The exposed aggregate 
concrete base can come in a variety of finishes 
(including limestone and granite) and, as for 
all our products, a bespoke service is available 
to create almost any configuration. All these 
features combine to make this an incredibly 
versatile product.

The concrete Soca seat comes with a 
timber slatted back rest and stainless steel 
armrest at one end which also acts an anti 
skate deterrent.

Feature Sites
Brighton Language School, Severn Trent Water 
- Shrewsbury, Vanguard Shopping Park – York 
Central Bedfordshire College

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 3000mm | width 650mm | height 765mm | 
Imperial length 9’ 10” | width 2’ 1½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 3000mm | width 650mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 9’ 10” | width 2’ 1½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Concrete SOCA bench

Concrete SOCA Bench Concrete SOCA Seat
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SEATING

THE STEEL SOCA SEAT is an adaptation of 
its heavier cousin, the concrete Soca seat. 
The seat features profiled FSC® timber slats 
mounted on two heavy duty galvanised steel 
bases.  It offers space defining, free draining 
and comfortable seating all year round. We 
can manufacture this seat to a variety of 
lengths and configuration.  The steel Soca 
seat comes with a timber slatted backrest and 
stainless steel armrest at one end which also 
deters skaters.

Seat Dimensions 
Metric length 3000mm | width 650mm | height 765mm | 
Imperial length 9’ 10” | width 2’ 1½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Dimensions 
Metric length 3000mm | width 650mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 9’ 10” | width 2’ 1½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Steel SOCA bench

Steel SOCA SeatSteel SOCA Bench 
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TORD bench

TORD table

TORD Bench TORD Table

Intended for the heaviest town centre use, 
the TORD TABLE AND BENCH has a simple 
yet attractive contemporary design which 
is suitable for a variety of street scenes. It is 
free draining, extremely robust and easy to 
maintain featuring profiled FSC® timber slats 
mounted on two galvanised steel bases. The 
Tord table complements the rest of the Tord 
range of street & park furniture beautifully. In 
combination with a couple of Tord benches, 
it can be used to create an inviting outdoor 
dining set

Feature Sites
Centrica PLC Oxford, Mardyke Estate Rainham

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2300mm | width 400mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 1’ 3½” | height 1’ 5½” |

Table Dimensions
Metric length 2300mm | width 730mm | height 725mm | 
Imperial length 7’ 6½” | width 2’ 4½” | height 2’ 4½” |



SEATING

THE ACCESS TREE BENCH is designed 
to provide seating around a tree, column 
or other central feature. It is free standing 
and can therefore also be used in any public 
space. As its name suggests, the bench does 
not fully enclose the tree. Its two halves are 
separated by a gap which not only allows 
access into the central area, but also provides 
space for wheelchair users. This tree seat is 
designed to withstand the heaviest town centre 
treatment and features an incredibly strong 
all-welded deep stainless steel frame and easily 
replaceable FSC® timber slats.

Feature Sites
University Square Reykjavík, Bishop Challoner 
School, Eagle Centre Derby, Southwark, 
Richmond Sheen Square, Apple Inc HQ – 
California, Teddington School

Dimensions
Metric length 2800mm | width 2700mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 9’ 2” | width 8’ 10½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Table Dimensions
Metric diameter 1200mm | height 750mm | 
Imperial diameter 3’ 11” | height 2’ 5½” | 

ACCESS tree bench

Access TREE Bench 
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SEATING

THE FULL TREE BENCH is designed to provide 
seating around a tree, column or other central 
feature. These inviting circular benches are 
constructed to withstand the heaviest town 
centre treatment with an incredibly strong 
all-welded stainless steel frame and easily 
replaceable FSC® timber slats.

Bench dimensions
Metric length 2800mm | width 2800mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 9’ 2” | width 9’ 2” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Seat dimensions
Metric length 2800mm | width 2800mm | height 785mm | 
Imperial length 9’ 2” | width 9’ 2” | height 2’ 7”

FULL tree bench FULL tree seat

Full TREE Bench Full TREE Seat
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SEATING

THE SPLINE TREE BENCH shares similar 
design elements to other members of the 
Tree family of products. It features a robust 
all-welded stainless steel frame and easily 
replaceable FSC® timber slats. The Spline Tree 
bench is a stand-alone feature bench with an 
attractive wave form that provides dual aspect 
public seating in a contemporary style and can 
also  be supplied with or without armrests.

Feature Sites
Dudley Cosham High-street, Cambridge 
Consultants 

Bench dimensions 
Metric length 3400mm | width 1020mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 11’ 2” | width 3’ 4” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Seat dimensions 
Metric length 3400mm | width 1020mm | height 790mm | 
Imperial length 11’ 2” | width 3’ 4” | height 2’ 7” | 

Spline TREE bench
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Straight TREE bench

Straight TREE Seat Straight TREE Seat 

THE STRAIGHT TREE SEAT comes complete 
with a gently sloping back and has been 
designed to withstand the heaviest town 
centre treatment. It features an incredibly 
strong all-welded stainless steel frame and 
easily replaceable FSC® timber slats.  The 
Straight Tree seat can be supplied with or 
without armrests.

Feature Sites
Glasgow Airport, Southsea Highstreet

Seat Dimensions
Metric length 2000mm | width 525mm | height 785mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 6½” | width 1’ 8½” | height 2’ 7” |

Bench Dimensions
Metric length 2000mm | width 525mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 6½” | width 1’ 8½” | height 1’ 5½” |



SEATING

The visual lightness of the UTIL SEAT belies its 
robust design. The wooden bench features a 
gently sloping backrest and a frame constructed 
from a heavy gauge stainless steel box 
section with an all-welded construction. The 
FSC® timber slats are designed to be easily 
replaceable should damage occur. Tabs on the 
legs allow the Util seat to be securely fixed to 
the ground.  The Util seat can be supplied with 
or without armrests.

Feature Sites
Dunfermline Southern Gateway. Brentwood 
6th Form Royal bank of Scotland Gogarburn, 
Cheltenham ladies college, St Wilifrids Hospice.

Bench dimensions
Metric length 1800mm | width 470mm | height 450mm | 
Imperial length 5’ 11” | width 1’ 6½” | height 1’ 5½” | 

Seat dimensions
Metric length 1800mm | width 550mm | height 890mm | 
Imperial length 5’ 11” | width 1’ 9½” | height 2’ 11” | 

Chair dimensions
Metric length 580mm | width 550mm | height 890mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 11” | width 1’ 9½” | height 2’ 11” | 

Table dimensions
Metric length 1900mm | width 700mm | height 750mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 3” | width 2’ 3½” | height 2’ 5½ | 

UTIL Bench and Seat

UTIL Bench and Seat

UTIL Bench UTIL Seat (With Armrests) 

UTIL Chair
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SEATING

The visual lightness of the UTIL WALL SEAT 
belies its robust design. It features a gently 
sloping backrest and a frame constructed from 
a heavy gauge stainless steel box section with an 
all-welded construction. The FSC® timber slats 
are designed to be easily replaceable should 
damage occur. All the products in the Util wall 
range of street furniture are designed to fix 
onto the top of any suitable dwarf wall or plinth 
and can quickly be removed for maintenance 
while leaving the fixing brackets behind for easy 
reinstallation.  The Util wall seat can be supplied 
with or without armrests.

Bench dimensions
Metric length 1800mm | width 470mm | height 235mm | 
Imperial length 5’ 11” | width 1’ 6½” | height 9½” | 

Seat dimensions
Metric length 1800mm | width 545mm | height 675mm | 
Imperial length 5’ 11” | width 1’ 9½” | height 2’ 2½” | 

Chair dimensions
Metric length 580mm | width 545mm | height 675mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 11” | width 1’ 9½” | height 2’ 2½” | 

UTIL wall seat and bench

UTIL Wall Bench UTIL Wall Seat 
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TREE 
GUARDS

THE CHRONOS TREE GUARD & BASE is 
designed to provide protection and support for 
feature trees in a public environment. The tree 
guard design combines timber and stainless 
steel elements to produce a great looking 
and functional product. The tree guard can be 
removed from the galvanized base for repairs 
and the whole unit comes in two halves for 
easy installation.

Dimensions 
Metric length 1330mm | width 1330mm | height 1500mm | 
Imperial length 4’ 4½” | width 4’ 4½” | height 4’ 11” | 

THE CIRCULAR TREE GUARD AND GRILLE 
is designed to provide street protection and 
support for feature trees. Its tasteful design 
and use of stainless steel and FSC® timber 
complement and enhance the beauty of the 
tree within. The stainless steel frame can be 
removed from the galvanized grille for repairs 
and the whole unit comes in two halves for 
easy installation.

Dimensions 
Metric length 1130mm | width 1130mm | height 1500mm | 
Imperial length 3’ 8½” | width 3’ 8½” | height 4’ 11” | 

CHRONOS tree guard

CIRCULAR tree guard and grille

CHRONOS Tree Guard & Base

CIRCULAR Tree Guard & Grille 

CIRCULAR Tree Guard & Grille 

CHRONOS Tree Guard & Base
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THE SKOP TREE GUARD AND GRILLE is 
designed to provide street protection and 
support for feature trees. It complements the 
Skop range of urban landscape furniture, but 
it also looks great in combination with any of 
our other seating products. The sturdy stainless 
steel box frame can be removed from the 
galvanized grille for repairs and the whole unit 
comes in two halves for easy installation.

Dimensions 
Metric length 1130mm | width 1130mm | height 1500mm | 
Imperial length 3’ 8½” | width 3’ 8½” | height 4’ 11” | 

SKOP tree guard

SKOP Tree Guard & Grille 

SKOP Tree Guard & Grille 



LITTER 
BINS

THE WOOD BLOC LITTER BIN shares its 
rugged, no fuss design with the rest of the 
Bloc range, and comes with all the features 
that are required in today’s demanding street 
environment. It features FSC® timber slats with 
a stainless or galvanised, powder coated mild 
steel body. The front panel, which is secured 
with a standard 8mm tri-drive slam lock, swings 
open for easy access to a removable galvanised 
steel bin liner. There is also a separate, easy-to-
empty cigarette bin mounted on the door.

Feature sites 
Colmore Square - Birmingham

Dimensions 
Metric length 630mm | width 450mm | height 1050mm | 
Imperial length 2’ 1” | width 1’ 5½” | height 3’ 5½” | 
Bin liner capacity 80ltrs

Wood BLOC litter bin

Wood BLOC Litter Bin

Wood BLOC Litter Bin
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THE BOORT LITTER BIN has an understated 
appeal born from the simplicity of its 
contemporary design and the beauty of the 
timber and stainless steel from which it is 
made. It complements our Boort seating 
range of architectural street furniture, but 
will also combine very well with our other 
seating products.

It has FSC hardwood slats, a sturdy galvanised 
frame and a hinged stainless steel lid which lifts 
up to allow access to the removable galvanised 
steel bin liner inside.

Feature sites 
Courtyard garden – Guy’s Hospital

Small dimensions 
Metric length 400mm | width 400mm | height 850mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 3½” | width 1’ 3½” | height 2’ 9½” | 
Bin liner capacity 50ltrs

Large dimensions 
Metric length 500mm | width 500mm | height 850mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 7½” | width 1’ 7½” | height 2’ 9½” | 
Bin liner capacity 90ltrs

BOORT litter bin

Small BOORT Litter BinLarge BOORT Litter Bin

Small BOORT Litter BinLarge BOORT Litter Bin



LITTER 
BINS

THE MURTON LITTER BIN enjoys the same 
contemporary, clean design as the rest of 
our Murton range of street furniture. The bin 
surround can be stainless steel or galvanized 
mild steel with a coloured powder coat to suit 
any scheme. The front panel, which is secured 
with a standard 8mm tri-drive slam lock, swings 
open for easy access to a removable galvanised 
steel bin liner. There is a separate, easy-to-
empty cigarette bin mounted on the door.

Dimensions 
Metric length 550mm | width 450mm | height 1010mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 9½” | width 1’ 5½” | height 3’ 4” | 
Bin liner capacity 80ltrs

MURTON litter bin

MURTON Litter Bin

MURTON Litter Bin
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THE OSSO LITTER BIN is part of a newly 
designed range of public furniture and 
complements the Osso and the Osso³ benches. 
The range is inspired by the inner structure of 
bone, as its name suggests, and the complex 
organic patterns are created using a Voronoi 
algorithm.

This statement piece sits perfectly in street 
and town locations as well as shopping and 
airport malls.

Key benefits include: 

• Stainless steel non marking top with 
integrated cigarette stub plate 

• Cigarettes are disposed of in the usual litter  

• Non-locking top avoiding any maintenance 
problems 

• Can be coated with any wear resistant colour

Small dimensions 
Metric length 400mm | width 400mm | height 850mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 3½” | width 1’ 3½” | height 2’ 9½” | 
Bin liner capacity 55ltrs

Large dimensions 
Metric length 500mm | width 500mm | height 850mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 7½” | width 1’ 7½” | height 2’ 9½” | 
Bin liner capacity 95ltrs

OSSO litter bin

Large OSSO Litter BinSmall OSSO Litter Bin

Large OSSO Litter BinSmall OSSO Litter Bin



LITTER 
BINS

THE SMALL ROUND LITTER BIN features a 
heavy duty satin polished stainless steel body 
with sculpted cast aluminium top and base 
which can be polyester powder-coated to suit 
any scheme. It has a hinged front panel for 
access to the removable galvanised steel liner. 
The door is secured with a standard 8mm tri-
drive slam lock.

Feature Sites
ExCel Exhibition centre, Hope Hospital

Dimensions 
Metric length 445mm | width 470mm | height 850mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 5½” | width 1’ 6½” | height 2’ 9½” | 
Bin liner capacity 65ltrs

THE LARGE ROUND LITTER BIN features a 
heavy duty all-welded mild steel construction, 
which is  hot dip galvanised. It has built-in 
cigarette stub plates and a hinged front panel 
for access to the removable galvanised steel 
liner.  The door is secured with a standard 8mm 
tri-drive slam lock.

Dimensions 
Metric length 500mm | width 530mm | height 1000mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 7½” | width 1’ 9” | height 3’ 3½” | 
Bin liner capacity 100ltrs

ROUND litter bin

Small ROUND Litter Bin

Small ROUND Litter Bin
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THE SQUARE SKOP LITTER BIN is an 
extremely heavy duty bin in 3mm stainless 
steel. It complements our Skop range of 
contemporary street furniture and has a 
lockable front opening door which gives access 
to the galvanised steel liner inside. 

Feature Sites
Waitrose, Alleyn’s School, Eagle Centre Derby

Dimensions 
Metric length 450mm | width 450mm | height 900mm | 
Imperial length 1’ 5½” | width 1’ 5½” | height 2’ 11½”| 
Bin liner capacity 90ltrs

THE WALL MOUNTED ASHTRAY features 
a robust all-welded stainless steel body and 
removable galvanised liner. It has a hinged lid 
for access to the liner and is easy to empty and 
maintain.

Feature Sites
Guy’s Hospital, Grasse Hospital France

Dimensions 
Metric length 105mm | width 155mm | height 350mm | 
Imperial length 4” | width 6” | height 1’ 2” | 
Ashtray liner capacity 1.5ltrs

Square SKOP litter bin

Wall MOUNTED ashtray

SKOP Litter Bin

WALL MOUNTED Ashtray

WALL MOUNTED Ashtray

SKOP Litter Bin



PLANTERS

Our TREE PLANTERS are built to last and 
feature a box section sub frame and galvanised 
steel liner enabling the planter to be lifted even 
when full – an essential feature when planting 
in the street. The planters are clad in FSC® 
hardwood timber panels which are suspended 
on a frame and allow free air circulation around 
the timber to prevent rot and also allows for 
replacement should damage occur. The top of 
the planters are finished with a stainless steel 
rim. The base frames feature forklift channels

Feature Sites
Church St, Birmingham. Colemore Square 
Birmingham, Woodberry Down London, WBBS 
HQ Noma Manchester

Small dimensions
Metric length 1000mm | width 1000mm | height 900mm | 
Imperial length 3’ 3½” | width 3’ 3½” | height 2’ 11½” | 
Planter capacity 500ltrs

Medium dimensions
Metric length 1500mm | width 1500mm | height 900mm | 
Imperial length 4’ 11| width 4’ 11| height 2’ 11½” | 
Planter capacity 1300ltrs

Large dimensions
Metric length 2000mm | width 2000mm | height 900mm | 
Imperial length 6’ 6½” | width 6’ 6½” | height 2’ 11½” | 
Planter capacity 2400ltrs

TREE planter

Small TREE Planter Medium TREE Planter Large TREE Planter 
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PROJECTS



‘REVEAL/CONCEAL’, 
BBC HOMEFRONT
CLIENT – BBC / DIARMUID GAVIN

PROJECTS

Factory Furniture were approached by 
Diarmuid Gavin and the BBC to produce a 
feature structure for the popular makeover 
series ‘Home Front in the Garden’. ‘Reveal/
Conceal’ is a large cedar-clad garden structure 
with walls that can be gently lowered by 
hand  with the aid of concealed springs. Once 
lowered, these walls become useable decks 
leaving an inner ‘skin’ of sliding doors made 
with stainless steel fabric panels.
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GLOBE CHAIR – 
CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW

SURF SEAT

Factory Furniture were approached by 
Diarmuid Gavin to produce a piece of feature 
furniture (Globe chair) for the designers 
entry in the 2004 Chelsea Flower Show. 
The brief was to create an exterior version 
of the original ‘bubble chair’ by Eero Aarnio.  
Our Globe chair design is fabricated from 
stainless steel with a wire ‘seat’ and tube rim all 
suspended on a central chain.

We created the Surf seat after being asked to 
design some seating for the new Spinningfields 
development in Manchester. Our creation 
featured an FSC® Cumaru hardwood ‘board’ 
and a satin finish stainless steel base.  Stainless 
steel anti-skating handles were also included 
on the board to discourage anti-social 
behaviour.  In order to increase its night-time 
impact the seat featured LED strip down 
lighting which was mounted into channels 
around the base. The Surf seat design was 
so popular that it went on to be used on 
Hardman Boulevard, Manchester, and then 707 
Westchester Plains, New York.



BROAD STREET, 
READING
CLIENT –  READING BOROUGH COUNCIL / 
MOORE PIET & BROOKES

PROJECTS

For its pedestrianised shopping area on Broad 
Street, Reading Borough Council wanted 
feature seating that would deter skaters. To 
fulfil the brief, we designed benches in rough 
punched Cornish granite with polished tops 
and inset timber elements in FSC® certified 
hardwood with stainless steel arms and anti 
skate studs. 
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GRACECHURCH STREET, 
LONDON
CLIENT – CHARLES FUNKE ASSOCIATES.

Charles Funke Associates asked Factory 
Furniture to provide seating on the 
Gracechurch Street site in London. As 
requested, we designed and built bespoke 
cantilevered benches to surround the large 
granite air vents which are located in this 
public courtyard. The benches were made from 
FSC® hardwood with a stainless steel frame.



GREAT QUEEN STREET, 
CAMDEN
CLIENT – CAMDEN BOROUGH COUNCIL

Awards:  Keep Britain Tidy best practice, Design Council / Home 
Office approved to design out crime, Home Office approved for 
counter-terrorism use as a vehicle blocker.

PROJECTS

City centre benches can be magnets for anti-
social behaviour and criminal activity. And 
due to residents’ complaints, in some central 
London areas much of the street seating has 
been removed. To address these problems, 
Camden Borough Council commissioned 
Factory Furniture in 2010 to design a 
new range of public furniture for Great 
Queen Street.

To ensure that our design would meet and 
overcome a wide variety of urban challenges, 
we drew on a wealth of expertise from various 
departments including Transport Planning, 
Highways Engineers, DDA officers and the Met 
police’s ‘Crime Prevention Design Advisor’. 
This was necessary to allow Camden officers to 
reintroduce seating to the borough, hoping to 
encourage walking, enhance the quality of the 
public realm and enable people to sit and enjoy 
public spaces and streets again.

The benches were designed to resist 
criminal or anti-social behaviour through the 
following features:

• Anti-rough sleeping – the shape makes it 
hard to sleep on

•  Deters drug dealing – there are no slots or 
crevices in which to hide such materials 

• Deters bag theft – the recess along the 
front and back of the bench allows people to 
store their bags behind their legs and out of 
harms way 

• Difficult to skateboard on – the edges 
on the bench fluctuate in height making 
grinding difficult 

• Reduces littering – the bench has no 
flat surfaces, slots or gaps where litter 
can accumulate 

• Self-cleaning – designed so that litter, dirt & 
water flow off 

• Easy to relocate – there’s no need to bolt 
the bench to a foundation and built-in lifting 
eyes allow the bench to be moved easily by 
truck crane.
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CATHEDRAL SQUARE, 
PETERBOROUGH
CLIENT – PETERBOROUGH CITY COUNCIL

Factory Furniture, in association with  LDA 
Design, created several pieces of unique 
urban furniture for Cathedral Square in 
Peterborough. The impressive feature seating 
drew inspiration from the architecture of the 
nearby cathedral. In keeping with the historic 
nature of the site we used traditional joinery 
techniques now rarely seen in street furniture. 
The seating was manufactured from FSC® 
hardwood with stainless steel elements.  The 
project demonstrated the commitments to 
quality and attention to detail that are the 
trademarks of Factory Furniture’s work.
The Cathedral Square brief called for double 
and single-sided formats. The double-sided 
benches stood on their own, while the single-
sided benches were linked together in a 
chain. They were designed to be hardwearing 
and removable without having to lift 
surrounding paving.



PROJECTS

CANAL WALK, 
SWINDON
CLIENT - SWINDON BOROUGH COUNCIL

Factory Furniture were asked to design some 
heavy duty curved seating for Canal Walk (part 
of the pedestrianised area of Swindon’s town 
centre). The timber bench slats and backrests 
were manufactured from FSC® hardwood.  
The frame, armrests and bases were fabricated 
from stainless steel with a satin polished finish. 
The design also incorporated anti-skating 
features and integrated under-seat lighting. 
A socket-type foundation was specially 
developed for the Canal Walk project.  This 
enabled removal of the seats for maintenance 
without disturbing the paved surface.  It was 
also important as it allowed, where necessary, 
for on-site levelling adjustments. The legs 
housed the electrics for the lighting system 
which could be accessed, when needed, via a 
secure panel.
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HIGH STREET, 
WINCHESTER
CLIENT - HAMPSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

Factory Furniture were approached to create 
a range of benches for the high street in 
Winchester. They were manufactured from 
FSC® Oak timber and powder coated stainless 
steel.  Among the seating’s distinctive design 
features were two removable end panels 
which could be replaced with glass plates, 
decorated by local artists, at a future date. 
The benches and seats (with back and arm 
rests) incorporated a specially designed 
shallow mount anchor system to minimise the 
disturbance to street services and also allowed 
for removal of the seat, if necessary, without 
the destructive removal of paving.  The base 
design also allowed for height adjustment on 
site for levelling purposes due to the steeply 
sloping high street.



PROJECTS

LEYS SQUARE, 
LETCHWORTH GARDEN CITY
CLIENT - LDA DESIGN

LDA Design appointed Factory Furniture to 
create some truly eye-catching curved timber 
seating to go into Leys Square in Letchworth 
Garden City. Our design employed FSC® 
timber seat and backrest slats mounted onto 
a cast aluminium frame.  The seats also had 
four cast aluminium armrests. Designing 
and manufacturing the sculpted frame was 
technically demanding. But we welcomed the 
chance to, once again, demonstrate Factory 
Furniture’s commitment to fulfilling our 
design brief.  The frame was cast in six parts 
which were welded together and powder 
coated.  Finally the timber seat and backrest 
slats were added along with the armrests.  The 
seats were installed at the Leys Square site 
with below ground fixings allowing the seat 
frame to seemingly ‘grow’ out of the paved 
stone surface
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WARRIOR 
SQUARE GARDENS, 
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA 
CLIENT - GILLESPIES

For the Warrior Square Gardens project in 
Southend-on-sea, Factory Furniture were 
asked to realise a design brief. It consisted of 
three elements: a bridge, a feeder wall and 
seating. The seating was a modular system 
based on our popular Boort design. They 
were made from a combination of glass bead 
peened stainless steel , galvanised steel and 
FSC® timber.  The stainless steel end panels 
of the seats had a Lime leaf and branch 
pattern  etched into the surface, echoing the 
surrounding Lime trees in the park.



PROJECTS

APPLE INC, 
CALIFORNIA
CLIENT - APPLE INC.

Apple Inc, California, engaged Factory 
Furniture to design and manufacture a pair 
of curved benches based on our standard 
Tree bench design. These bespoke wooden 
benches were then installed in an outdoor 
courtyard area in the Apple Inc. headquarters 
in Cupertino, California.
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CHURCH STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM

CHIPPING BARNET 
CHURCH GARDENS, 
LONDON

CLIENT - BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL

CLIENT - METROPOLITAN WORKSHOP

Factory Furniture were asked to design and 
manufacture seating based on our Soca range 
and large planters for a development on 
Church Street in Birmingham. The benches 
and seats (with back and armrests) were 
designed to mount onto the top of irish 
limestone plinths.

Metropolitan Workshop asked us to design and 
manufacture a large bespoke feature seat for 
a project in Chipping Barnet Church Gardens, 
London. Using a combination of a galvanised 
steel framework, FSC® timber slats and 
under-seat lighting, we succeeded in creating 
an eye-catching contemporary feature seat 
that enhanced its surroundings and was both 
original and unique.  The seat was so large that 
it had to be created in four sections that could 
then be assembled when on site.   



PROJECTS

TOURNAI, 
BELGIUM

COLMORE SQUARE, 
BIRMINGHAM

CLIENT - COUNCIL OF TOURNAI

CLIENT - COLMORE BUSINESS DISTRICT.

Due to the sheer scale of the Tournai project in 
Belgium, taking the client’s designs through to 
the manufacturing stage was a real challenge. 
The final product was comprised of differing 
lengths of picnic table with integral seating, 
each curved at different radii. Each section was 
broken down into more manageable modules 
which could then be bolted together. Accuracy 
and attention to detail were paramount at 
every stage. 

Factory Furniture were brought on board 
to provide the street furniture for a public 
realm enhancement project in the heart 
of Birmingham.

The designincluded of a collection of large 
curved bespoke planters, some feature seating, 
litter bins, wall mounted seating and furniture 
for a chess garden ‘pocket park’. The planters 
were designed around our popular Tree planter 
design and were manufactured in sections 
that could be bolted together on site.
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HORNCHURCH, 
HAVERING

LE TRAMWAY, 
BESANCON

CLIENT - STUDIOWEAVE / LONDON 
BOROUGH OF HAVERING

CLIENT - REICHEN ET ROBERT & 
ASSOCIATES – URBAN ARCHITECTS

Factory Furniture were approached to realise 
the client’s designs and take them through 
to manufacture. The technically demanding 
plans for this suite of concrete street furniture 
included benches, seats, bins and planters 
combining materials such as honed concrete, 
FSC® timber and powder-coated steel.

Factory Furniture were approached by the 
project architects to design and manufacture 
around 130 benches based on our popular 
Skop range.  The standard Skop bench design 
was modified to include special armrests 
that also acted as skate and rough sleeping 
deterrents.  The powder-coated stainless steel 
benches were installed along the entire route 
of the new tramway running through the city 
of Besancon in France.



PROJECTS

GUY’S & ST THOMAS’, 
LONDON
CLIENT - GUY’S & ST THOMAS’ CHARITY

Factory Furniture worked with Verde Garden 
Design to devise and manufacture planters and 
seating for a courtyard garden for the student 
accommodation at the hospital.
The complex scheme included two large 
circular planters with diameters of around 
six metres which had integrated perimeter 
seating. The planters were manufactured in 
sections that could then be easily assembled 
on site. There were also a number of stand 
alone curved benches (with and without backs) 
some of which had integrated lighting and 
some bespoke litter bins. The large planter 
benches, curved benches and bins were 
manufactured from FSC® hardwood, powder 
coated steel and stainless steel.
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PROJECTS

CITY OF BATH
CLIENT - BATH CITY COUNCIL 

Factory Furniture were appointed by the 
Bath City Council to realise some concept 
designs for a range of new street furniture. 
The street furniture, using materials such as 
cast bronze and FSC® hardwood, enables 
this World Heritage City to express itself as 
a contemporary urban centre, yet offers the 
timeless quality for which Bath is renowned.
The brief for this extensive project required 
various seating elements, cycle stands and 
bollards not to mention hanging baskets.  The 
specified materials were bronze and FSC® 
hardwood which complimented each other 
well.  The bronze surfaces were artificially 
‘aged’ using an intricate patination process to 
achieve a much darker tone. The new street 
furniture has been placed in various locations 
round the city.
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TWICKENHAM
CLIENT - LONDON 
BOROUGH OF TWICKENHAM

The Tree seat has been used in several 
locations in and around the Richmond Borough 
and we were asked to design a solution for the 
high street as well as a few key areas using this 
design. We supplied straight seating with arms 
and backs as well as curved seats - all with our 
unique stainless steel frame making it ideal 
for town centre use where daily abrasion can 
present a problem in the long term.  



PROJECTS

HIGH STREET, 
BROMLEY
CLIENT – STUDIO EGRET WEST

Factory Furniture supplied Flo benches as part 
of the regeneration development of Bromley 
town centre. As an extension of the scheme, 
the company was commissioned by Studio 
Egret West to supply larger curved versions of 
the seats as a feature seat for the large public 
space.

The shape of the Flo bench has been designed 
with contemporary street seating needs in 
mind – among its key features it will resist anti-
social behaviour:

• Deters rough sleeping – the ridged top and 
curved surfaces make it difficult to lie on 

• Deters bag theft - the recess along front and 
back of bench allows people to store bags 
behind their legs 

• Self-cleaning - its shape allows litter, dirt and 
water to flow off 

• Easy to relocate (for example removing it 
away from problem areas) - as it sits on the 
footway and is not bolted to a purpose built 
foundation 
 

• Deters skaters as the expressed join makes 
the edge difficult to grind on.

The 6 meter seats in polished black granite 
were supplied in 4 sections to allow for onsite 
manoeuvrability and handling.
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PROJECTS

STOCKTON
CLIENT - STOCKTON BOROUGH COUNCIL

Working with Studio Weave, we developed 
and produced one of the most complicated 
foundry operations we have used to date. 
The legs had an almost Esher quality which 
called for complex moulds and careful casting 
processes. The geometric design of the 
seat tops in FSC Cumaru complimented the 
aesthetic and enabled the seats and benches 
to be used in varying configurations.
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MARINE 
WALK, ROKER

CAMBOURNE

CLIENT - SUNDERLAND CITY COUNCIL

CLIENT - CLIFTON EMERY DESIGN

To complement the Scroll seats and benches 
supplied to Marine Walk we were asked to 
design and produce picnic tables and benches 
for use in the newly developed promenade. 
Featuring a heavy duty section of FSC 
hardwood and stainless steel the units were 
also supplied with spaces for wheelchair users.

We were asked if it was possible to create 
some large 2 x 2 x 1.3m planters to be clad 
in granite which could be moved, if required, 
even when fully planted. This meant designing a 
structure which would stay rigid when moved, 
whilst loaded with a gross weight of more 
than 5 tonnes. Working with our structural 
engineers we designed a planter very similar to 
our standard tree planter with a stainless steel 
rim which complimented the Cornish granite 
surround and with the aid of a forklift could be 
repositioned as required if access was need for 
street services.
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